Changing saved password on iOS

EMAIL

The configuration for changing stored password on iOS is somewhat similar as setting up the iOS to send/receive mails.

If there is a need to change the iOS stored password, which means it has already been configured to send/receive email beforehand.

To change the stored password, select “settings”
Select “mail, Contacts, Calendars”

Select your NTU mail.
Select “account”

Change your password, and select “Done” to finish
NTUSECURE

NTUSECURE is setup in such a way (using WPA2 enterprise) that you will need to store your account password in the iphone. Although the iOS will ask you to enter a new password should the stored password is wrong, should it not work for whatever reasons, it will cause the account to lockout.

To prevent this, there is a need to “forget this connection” on the iOS

On the iphone, select “settings”
Select “Wi-Fi”
Select the Blue arrow at the NTUSECURE connect to access the configuration.
Select “Forget this Network”

Select “Forget” to confirm

Note that NTUSECURE will need to be reconfigured to be able to access it. It can be done here.